
  

Overlooked Spanish copper with best-in-class former Rio CEO 

Pan Global’s flagship copper VMS in Spain lies between the producing mines of 

Atalaya (Rio Tinto) and First Quantum (Las Cruces). The asset was overlooked 

in ancient and modern times given shallow cover and ownership by Exxon. 

Geophysics highlighted multiple coincident gravity and IP anomalies similar to 

the 160Mt @ 1.7% CuEq held by Grupo Mexico along strike at Aznalcollar / Los 

Frailes. Proof of concept of both endowment and ‘silver bullet’ geophysical 

methods are in place, with the discovery hole on the first anomaly hitting 21m 

@ 1.5% CuEq, with grades of up to 9.8% Cu, 36 g/t Ag and 1.1% Sn inside a 

1.3km gravity / IP anomaly. The scale of these anomalies, attractive geology 

and proximity to other multi-metal mines drive our high conviction on this name. 

New drilling extends high-grade copper discovery at La Romana 

Subsequent drilling has traced the La Romana discovery ~500m along strike, 

down to ~150m depth and not only open but improving, at depth. Drilling in 

February returned high-grade intercepts of 18m @ 1% CuEq and thick copper-

tin intervals starting from surface including 67m @ 0.54% CuEq. The 2021 

Phase 4 drilling is advancing rapidly along a targeted strike of 800m at ~50m 

centers that, in our opinion, could see La Romana fast-tracked to a maiden 

inferred resource. We already see 10Mt of drilled, with upside to 30Mt here. 

Potential for 10s to 100s of Mt with ‘string of pearls’ anomalies 

The La Romana discovery set the stage and could just be the beginning for Pan 

Global as several other IP/gravity anomalies are yet to be tested along strike 

towards the Aznalcollar mine 6km away. Only a single hole was ever released 

on these, returning an impressive 9.5m @ 1.4% Cu. It was never followed up on 

after Exxon, then Boliden, exited  Spain. This offers dual-play of intermediate 

size (<30Mt) and grade open pits, and future optionality on a ‘mega mine’ 

(>100Mt) of size attractive to majors, putting M&A on the table. 

Asymmetric risk-reward: nearby mills provide downside production 

While the exposure to a large-scale asset is the opportunity, this comes with 

risk. However, this is mitigated by three existing mines ranging from 7-50km 

away (<0.09% CuEq) with Atalaya’s Rio Tinto floating copper, First Quantums 

Las Cruces potentially transitioning to a sulphide underground, and Grupo 

Mexico’s restart of Aznalcollar-Los Frailes along strike. If every exploration hole 

dusts from here, the SCPe >10Mt drilled out already should underpin the market 

cap for upside optionality with downside protection.  

Initiate coverage with BUY rating and C$1.00/sh PT 

It is too early to speculate not only on a DCF or even a resource. Our thesis is 

simple: we expect the high-grade tonnes to grow. Based on a nominal 25Mt @ 

~1% CuEq for La Romana, we apply a US$500/t metal value (~5% insitu, ie 

US$100/oz), with US$250/t (~2.8% or US$50/oz) over nominal 200kt Cu in 

satellites. As such, we initiate with a BUY rating and C$1.00/sh PT. 

Pan Global Resources (PGZ CN) 

Expanding Spanish copper discovery: initiating coverage 
 

RECOMMENDATION: BUY   TARGET: C$1.00/sh   RISK RATING: VENTURE 
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SHARE DATA

52-week high/low C$0.71 / C$0.07

Shares (basic, FD) 153 / 197

Share price (C$/sh)

Cash (C$m) 9.2

Market cap / EV (basic, C$m) 87 / 78

Market cap / EV FD C$m) 112 / 93

Average daily value (C$000, 3M) 134

Source:Fidessa
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Asset summary 

Pan Global’s Escacena asset lies in the Iberian Pyrite Belt of southern Spain, an active mining region with multiple 

permitted open pits in proximity to the Atlantic copper smelter (Figure 1). Pan Global now holds 58km2 over two 

main and one smaller licence, with the first discovery made at La Romana in 2019. The asset lies along strike only 

3km from Grupo Mexico’s +150Mt Aznalcollar and Los Frailes deposits, 12km from First Quantum’s operating 

>40Mt Las Cruces mine and 23km from Atalaya’s Rio Tinto mine. Critical here is that no material discoveries were 

made in Roman time because of a veneer of cover. More recently, the licences were tied up for >30 years, no work 

done since Exxon completed a small number of widely spaced holes in the 1980s. A ‘string of pearls’ is defined by 

coincident gravity anomalies between the La Romana discovery and adjacent Grupo Mexico assets. Pan Global 

is actively drilling their La Romana discovery, but is awaiting permits for more recently acquired targets along strike, 

where a single Exxon hole hit 9.5 m @ 1.42% Cu.  

 Figure 1. Location of Escacena with nearby smelters, no major population centres, many adjacent mines 

 
Source: Pan Global 

Former Rio Tinto exploration director and global BD lead unlocks value 

CEO Tim Moody was the former exploration manager for Rio Tinto Spain (1997-2000) before moving to global 

exploration and BD lead until 2015. Under Tim, Rio delineated three Iberian VMS deposits: Aguas Tenidas satellite 

Castillejito, La Majada and La Infanta. Post Rio Tinto, Tim pegged the 216km2 Aguilas Pb-Zn project, vending that, 

and himself as CEO, into Pan Global in 2H16. Pan Global acquired Escacena in 2017 from local geologists. VPX 

Jim Royall also worked for Rio Tinto in Spain for years. Jim brings valuable experience in country and was on the 

team that discovered Las Cruces, now an operating mine along strike from Escacena. Pan Global permitted 

Escacena in 2018, with geophysics in 2019 leading to maiden CY20 drilling immediately hitting the 7m @ 3.4% 

Cu discovery hole at La Romana. Pan Global subsequently pegged the smaller Sabina permit to the north and 

completed acquisition of the 34km2 Al Andalus property along strike in 2Q20. Drilling restarted in 2Q20 with 29m 

@ 1.3% CuEq. 

Figure 2. Corporate evolution of PGZ against share price, shares out and market cap 

 
Source: Bloomberg, SCP, company data 

 

$1m @ 5c 

Moody CEO Aguilas acqd 

$3m @ 20c Warrants 

Escacena acqd 

$1.3m @ 10c $1.7m @ 12c $2.1m @ 18c 

7m @ 3.4% Cu 29m @ 1.3% 
 Up to 1.85% Sn 
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Walking with giants: Iberian Copper Belt a global hot spot 

The Iberian Pyrite Belt hosts one of the richest concentrations of VMS deposits globally (Figure 3). With over 250 

known deposits, mega-scale deposits include the world-class Rio Tinto (>500 Mt, ~23km away) and Neves Corvo 

(>300 Mt) deposits. Pan Global’s La Romana discovery shares similar geological characteristics to First Quantum’s 

Las Cruces mine 12km along strike. At over 300Mt, the ‘monster’ in the belt is Neves Corvo, a larger VMS which 

was hotter at emplacement, as demonstrated by having the highest tin concentration of all Spanish VMS’ at over 

2%. Drilling by Pan Global has shown up to 0.8% Sn, potentially indicating a larger / hotter system. It also bodes 

well for the size potential for the undrilled anomalies along strike from La Romana.  

Figure 3. Iberian Pyrite Belt spanning 250km from Portugal to Spain, with Escacena on eastern fringe

 
Source: Pan Global 

Undrilled Spanish copper – yes! And in a location that is readily permittable with many precedents 

We were skeptical of management assertions of limited modern, or historic, exploration, but that is precisely the 

case. Firstly, a veneer of <4m talus from hills to the north (Figure 6b light-brown near-surface) inhibited ancient 

discoveries outside small windows which saw some workings. Exxon’s dying days of mineral exploration saw just 

three holes in the 1980s, with 9.5m @ 1.4% on one of PGZ’s proposed targets La Jarosa never followed up, with 

just a few shallow holes around Canada Honda to the north. Boliden held the permits for a period in the 90s, but 

focussed on the Aznalcollar mine along strike at the time, making the Los Frailes discovery, but leaving Spain after 

Aznalcollar closed in 1999. The area west of Aznalcollar (now Pan Global) was relinquished a few years later. 

Boliden did some work on Canada Honda but did not test a large gravity target. Pan Global recovered some old 

Exxon drill core and found only ~10% was cut or sampled, including zones of sphalerite mineralisation that were 

uncut and not sampled. The Escacena licence was applied for by local geologists and the area remained as an 

application for years until they signed Pan Global. Al Andalus was also held by a local company as an application 

for many years prior to selling rights to Pan Global. The company is in the process of having that granted as well, 

with local consultations underway. The area has multiple permitted mines, is distant from Aznalcollar, and doesn’t 

have ancient oak plantations, all pointing to no fatal flaws on permitting and potentially speeding the process. 

Figure 4. Isometric satellite image of sparsely populated farms ~5km west of Aznalcollar mine and town 

  
Source: Google Maps, SCP 
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‘String of Pearls’: one from one on first six, number seven and eight host 154Mt @ 1.83% CuEq combined 

This style of ore deposit lends itself very well to multiple geophysics methods, due to the high sulphide mineral 

concentrations and high rock density. Figure 5 shows gravity, a key vector given the density of massive sulphides. 

This shows a ‘string of pearls’ extending from the La Romana discovery to the NE. The two final ‘pearls’ are 

Anzalcollar and Los Frailes, which host 70Mt @ 1.34% CuEq and 90Mt @ 2.22% CuEq, respectively, with 

Zn/Cu/Pb splits of 55/23/22. This ~10km stretch has seen only a single hole drilled by Exxon, which hit 9.5m @ 

1.42% Cu over the lowest tenor anomaly La Jarosa. The data that highlight this are obvious to current investors, 

but benefit from more modern geophysical techniques, with overlap of anomalies and drill results the ultimate 

evidence. IP is similarly useful (Figure 6A); the gravity is an excellent broad vectoring tool, while IP / chargeability 

of massive sulphides is proving an excellent at mine-scale alongside down-hole EM to vector drilling. This very 

simply makes (i) pre-drilling prospectivity higher, (ii) enables a faster and (iii) cheaper path to compliant resources. 

Figure 5. Plan of gravity contour with yellow circles around noted highs, with visible copper drill holes LRD-09/10 

 
The first pearl: La Romana provides proof of concept for both endowment and geophysics 

La Romana is the ‘first pearl’, drilled as it was permitted first. Local IP surveys show good overlap with gravity, 

improving resolution, and potentially expanding strike from 1.5km (gravity) to 2.5km (IP). The ultimate taste test 

came from the drill rig:  20.6m @ 1.5% CuEq (including 7m @ 3.43% CuEq) in maiden drilling. So, this shows (a) 

geophysics works on macro- and deposit-scale, and (b) alongside anomalies 7 and 8 (Aznalcollar,Los Frailes), 

anomaly 1 (La Romana) is mineralised, broadly showing ‘three from three’ on geophysics. And a single regional 

hole at La Jarosa (9.5m @ 1.42% CuEq) could make that four from four, indicative of a prolific system. This 

coincident prospectivity and ‘silver bullet’ exploration technique, along with demonstrated prospectivity, underpins 

our positive view. This is not new: Aguas Tenidas’ 40Mt Magdalena satellite was found in 2012 with drilling an 

airborne EM target (later shown as gravity anomaly) and was in production by 2015. Los Frailes was discovered 

by drilling a gravity target, as was the nearby Las Cruces and also the giant Neves Corvo. 

Figure 6. La Romana (A) plan map showing gravity (orange) and IP (grey), and (B) cross section showing drilling  

 

Source: Pan Global 

Source:  

Pan Global 
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How big could La Romana be? SCPe 10Mt de-risked by drilling already, with extensions to add 20Mt 

With <40 holes to date, La Romana remains open at depth, to the east with another 800m of the 1.3km long IP 

target untested (Figure 6A) and potentially a further 1km following untested Exxon IP anomaly, and to the west 

where it could extend another 500m to the old La Romana mine workings (overall strike length is over 2.5km long 

east-west). Qualitatively, the size of the system based on the IP is comparable to the footprint of Los Frailes and 

Aznalcollar. We show those systems alongside La Romana in Figure 7. What investors need to remember when 

looking at resource estimates is the high SG of small massive-sulphide lenses, where the SG of pyrite is close to 

four (ie ~3.8t/m3) .  We estimate that La Romana contains approximately 10Mt @ 1% CuEq of drilled resource 

already (~800m x 150m: Figure 6A) with visibility on extensions adding another 15Mt (Figure 8A/B, strike lifts to 

~1,040m strike, with deeper roots) for an SCPe 25Mt @ 1% CuEq. Grade ranges from 0.5%-12% CuEq. 

Figure 7. Plan map showing La Romana drilling and scale of IP target outline relative to two neighboring deposits 

 

Open up- and down-dip, and along strike 

Open down dip: Figure 6b shows the system improves at depth with 10.3m @ 1.23% CuEq ~30m below surface 

improving to 10.6m @ 1.55% CuEq down dip. Figure 8b shows the same trend: 18m @ 1% CuEq, then down dip 

to 15m @ 1.44% CuEq. Similarly, the ‘untested’ anomaly to the right of the cross-section potentially points to further 

mineralisation at depth (Figure 8a/b, lower RHS). Open up-dip: initial drilling on the purple conductor (Figure 6A, 

Figure 8B) was shallow. Initial drilling on the yellow conductor started deeper – we estimate there could be 20Mt 

there alone if up-dip carries and along strike. Open east: the largest step out to the east hit 6m @ 1.76% CuEq, 

but down dip this improved to 10m @ 2.1% CuEq. Open west: going west is similar with 26.5m @ 1.29% CuEq 

from 18.5m, which included 11m at 2.3% CuEq (hole 20) , with deeper holes still pending. Figure 6A IP and Figure 

9 LHS ‘+’ symbols over roman workings both point to extensions beyond known conductors. 

Figure 8. (A) Cross- and (B) long-sections showing conductors, with (C) analogies to Las Cruces 

 

C A 

B 

Source: Pan Global 

Source: Pan Global 
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Figure 9. Plan map showing gravity (contour), conductors (pink/yellow) 

 

Source: Pan Global 

Neighboring mines provide asymmetric risk reward with downside protection 

Atalaya’s Rio Rinto mine (53km by road Escacena) has a recently expanded mill capacity of 15Mt pa, and is 

processing material with a 0.43% Cu ROM grade. Although our initial SCPe drilled / potential of 10/30Mt at ~1% 

CuEq would only be a small contribution today, it is certainly accretive to Atalaya given (i) higher grades could 

offset trucking costs with the 53km haul equal to just ~0.09% Cu, (ii) compatible metallurgy with La Romana >70% 

Cu and (iii) Atalaya’s existing 12 years of reserves gives Escacena time to grow. First Quantum’s Las Cruces 

copper mine is even closer, with its transition from existing oxide EW to an UG with floatation is ideal. 

Figure 10. (A) Road from Escacena to Atalaya’s 15Mtpa Rio Tinto mine and (B) FM’s Las Cruces mine 

 
Source: Google Maps 

Blue sky: two ‘string of pearls’ is better than one - this could be 100Mt or even more 

The La Romana string of pearls discussed above already has the potential to drive >100Mt, given the precedent 

of 70-90Mt per anomaly seen next door. Looking north of this trend is Canada Honda, another high-priority target 

identified by Pan Global with a large gravity anomaly and 30m of historical underground mining returning 2g/t Au. 

We show the large number of anomalies overleaf in Figure 11. Permitting is key here, with the older green licences 

already permitted (giving good precedent for others) and providing short-term targets, while the ‘Al Andalus’ 

package should achieve drill permitting this year.  
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Figure 11. La Romana - Aznalcollar trend, but second northern trend from El Pozo to Canada Honda and La Zarcita 

 
Source: Pan Global 

Next steps: cash / strategy 

Pan Global had ~C$4m cash at year end to cover the Phase 4 drill program underway at La Romana. Next steps 

will see continued drilling at Escacena with two drills (4,500m) focused on expanding La Romana (i) near surface 

strike extensions to the east and to the west, (ii) down dip extensions in the west, and (iii) testing the massive 

chalcopyrite layer in the NE—assays are pending from several step out holes to the east. Down hole EM will be 

completed intermittently to help guide exploration. 

Initiate coverage with BUY rating and C$1.00/sh PT 

It is quite simply too early to model Pan Global on a DCF basis, or even estimate the entire endowment with any 

reliability. Put simply, we expect the company to find large amounts of economic copper, which if they do, will 

increase the value. This is clearly oversimplified, so we show a simple EV/in-situ below. Any miner should see a 

50% gross margin, with ~35% post-tax FCF. Netting off capex and applying some kind of discount would thus 

equate to ~25% insitu, or perhaps US$450/oz AuEq. Early stage names requiring 43-101, FS and permitting for a 

mine clearly trade at a discount, for example 10% in-situ or ~US$170/oz is a simple measure for early stage name. 

Based on the three pillars of (i) existing bulk-pittable mineralisation at La Romana, with (ii) visibility on expansions 

through step out drilling, and most importantly (iii) near-surface discoveries along the string of pearls gravity targets 

we use this method. We start with a simplistic 25Mt @ ~1% CuEq for La Romana, then discount it to US$500/t Cu 

metal (~5% insitu or US$100/oz) in-situ for C$120m valuation. Halving this to US$250/t (~2.8% or US$50/oz) over 

a nominal 200kt Cu metal contained in regional satellites drives a C$63m valuation for those. Adding cash and 

from options drives our C$198m NAV. As such, we initiate with a BUY rating and C$1.00/sh PT. 

Table 1. SOPT valuation for Pan Global 

 

 
Source: SCP 

SOTP pro ject valuation* Commodity price CY21E CY22E CY23E CY24E CY25E

C$m O/ship NAVx C$/sh Copper price (US$/lb) 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

La Romana 190kt Cu @ US$500/t CuEq 120 100% 1.00x 0.61 Silver price (US$/oz) 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00

Cash (Nov 2020) 4.5 100% 1.00x 0.02 Gold price (US$/oz) 1,850 1,850 1,850 1,850 1,850

Cash from options 10.1 100% 1.00x 0.05 Resource Cu CuEq Insitu CuEq % Cu

Satellite 200kt Cu @ US$250/t CuEq 63 100% 1.00x 0.32 SCPe Romana 1% 1% 190kt 70%

SCPe Group NAV 198 PT: 1.01 SCPe satellite pits 1% 1% 200kt

Market P/NAV 0.50x Capital  structure Basic  FD

Shares (m) 153.4 196.7
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Risks 

 Resource: Escacena’s resource risk is high as it is still in the early stages of delineation and largely 

focused on new discoveries. 

 Pit constraints: 1.2% CuEq drives US$100/t in-situ value, or ~US$75/t payable recoverable. Assuming 

US$20/t plant and G&A leaves US$55/t for mining, implying a maximum strip of perhaps 20:1 to achieve 

50% margin. This could send a pit anywhere from <200m if 7m @ 0.9% average, through to double this 

depth if 10m @ 1.2% is booked, ultimately leaving narrower ‘roots’ as unlikely to convert to reserve at 

depth.  

 Metallurgy: while oxides are uncommon, copper ranges from 95% to 60%, meaning more complex 

metallurgical considerations may be required than for a vanilla copper sulphide project. 

 Permitting: The Escacena project has precedent for drill permitting, while neighbours with complex 

operations have similar permitted mines. The lack of population centres, antiquities or ancient oak groves 

all help permitting, but this could take an extended period. 

 Financing: The current estimated cash position of ~C$4.5m would see the company require funding as 

exploration ramps up this year.  Warrants (~$7.7m) are in the money with some expiring in August 2021 

and mid-2022. 

Catalysts 

 2021: Expansion drilling at La Romana 

 2021: Drill permits for eastern extensions 

 Testing of other geophysical targets 
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DISCLOSURES & DISCLAIMERS 

This research report (as defined in IIROC Rule 3400) is issued and approved for distribution in Canada by Sprott Capital Partners LP (“SCP”), 

an investment dealer who is a member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (“IIROC”) and the Canadian Investor 

Protection Fund (“CIPF”). The general partner of SCP is Sprott Capital Partners GP Inc. and SCP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sprott Inc., 

which is a publicly listed company on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol “SII”. Sprott Asset Management LP (“SAM”), a registered 

investment manager to the Sprott Funds and is an affiliate of SCP. This research report is provided to retail clients and institutional investors 

for information purposes only. The opinions expressed in this report are the opinions of the author and readers should not assume they 

reflect the opinions or recommendations of SCP’s research department. The information in this report is drawn from sources believed to be 

reliable but the accuracy or completeness of the information is not guaranteed, nor in providing it does SCP and/or affiliated companies or 

persons assume any responsibility or liability whatsoever. This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to 

buy any securities. SCP accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use or reliance on this research report or the information 

contained herein. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made 

regarding future performance of any security mentioned in this research report. The price of the securities mentioned in this research report 

and the income they generate may fluctuate and/or be adversely affected by market factors or exchange rates, and investors may realize 

losses on investments in such securities, including the loss of investment principal. Furthermore, the securities discussed in this research 

report may not be liquid investments, may have a high level of volatility or may be subject to additional and special risks associated with 

securities and investments in emerging markets and/or foreign countries that may give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all 

investors. SCP may participate in an underwriting of, have a position in, or make a market in, the securities mentioned herein, including 

options, futures or other derivatives instruments thereon, and may, as a principal or agent, buy or sell such products.  

DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH: SCP’s research is distributed electronically through email or available in hard copy upon request. Research 

is disseminated concurrently to a pre-determined list of clients provided by SCP’s Institutional Sales Representative and retail Investment 

Advisors. Should you wish to no longer receive electronic communications from us, please contact unsubscribe@sprott.com and indicate in 

the subject line your full name and/or corporate entity name and that you wish to unsubscribe from receiving research.  

RESEARCH ANALYST CERTIFICATION: Each Research Analyst and/or Associate who is involved in the preparation of this research report 

hereby certifies that:  

 The views and recommendations expressed herein accurately reflect his/her personal views about any and all of the securities 
or issuers that are the subject matter of this research report; 

 His/her compensation is not and will not be directly related to the specific recommendations or view expressed by the Research 
analyst in this research report; 

 They have not affected a trade in a security of any class of the issuer within the 30-day period prior to the publication of this 
research report; 

 They have not distributed or discussed this Research Report to/with the issuer, investment banking group or any other third party 
except for the sole purpose of verifying factual information; and  

 They are unaware of any other potential conflicts of interest. 

UK RESIDENTS: Sprott Partners UK Limited (“Sprott”) is an appointed representative of PillarFour Securities LLP which is authorized and 

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This document has been approved under section 21(1) of the FMSA 2000 by PillarFour 

Securities LLP (“PillarFour”) for communication only to eligible counterparties and professional clients as those terms are defined by the 

rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. Its contents are not directed at UK retail clients. PillarFour does not provide investment services to 

retail clients. PillarFour publishes this document as non-independent research which is a marketing communication under the Conduct of 

Business rules. It has not been prepared in accordance with the regulatory rules relating to independent research, nor is it subject to the 

prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. It does not constitute a personal recommendation and does not 

constitute an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Sprott and PillarFour consider this note to be an acceptable minor non-

monetary benefit as defined by the FCA which may be received without charge. This is because the content is either considered to be 

commissioned by Sprott’s clients as part of their advisory services to them or is short term market commentary. Neither Sprott nor PillarFour 

nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents shall have any liability, howsoever arising, for any error or incompleteness of fact or 

opinion in it or lack of care in its preparation or publication; provided that this shall not exclude liability to the extent that this is impermissible 

under the law relating to financial services. All statements and opinions are made as of the date on the face of this document and are not 

held out as applicable thereafter. This document is intended for distribution only in those jurisdictions where PillarFour is permitted to 

distribute its research. 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. PERSONS: This research report was prepared by Sprott Capital Partners LP (“SCP”), a company 

authorized to engage in securities activities in Canada. SCP is not a registered broker/dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not subject 

to U.S. rules regarding the preparation of research reports and the independence of research analysts. This research report is provided for 

distribution to “major U.S. institutional investors” in reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). Any U.S. recipient of this research report wishing to effect any transaction to buy 

or sell securities or related financial instruments based on the information provided in this research report should do so only through Sprott 

Global Resource Investments Ltd. (“SGRIL”), a broker dealer in the United States registered with the Securities Exchange Commission (“SEC”), 

the Financial Industry Authority (“FINRA”), and a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (“SIPC”). Under no circumstances 

should any recipient of this research report effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments through SCP. 

SGRIL accepts responsibility for the contents of this research report, subject to the terms set out below, to the extent that it is delivered to 

a U.S. person other than a major U.S. institutional investor. The analyst whose name appears in this research report is not licensed, 

registered, or qualified as a research analyst with FINRA and may not be an associated person of SGRIL and, therefore, may not be subject 

to applicable restrictions under FINRA Rule 2241 regarding communications by a research analyst with a subject company, public 

appearances by the research analyst, and trading securities held by a research analyst account. To make further inquiries related to this 

report, United States residents should contact their SGRIL representative. 
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION / REGULATION AC: The analyst and associate certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately 

reflect their personal views about the subject securities or issuers. In addition, the analyst and associate certify that no part of their 

compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this research report. 

SPROTT CAPITAL PARTNERS EXPLANATION OF RECCOMENDATIONS: Should SCP issue research with recommendations, the research 

rating guidelines will be based on the following recommendations:  

BUY: The stocks total returns are expected to be materially better than the overall market with higher return expectations needed 

for more risky securities markets 

NEUTRAL: The stock’s total returns are expected to be in line with the overall market  

SELL: The stocks total returns are expected to be materially lower than the overall market  

TENDER: The analyst recommends tendering shares to a formal tender offering 

UNDER REVIEW: The stock will be placed under review when there is a significant material event with further information 

pending; and/or when the research analyst determines it is necessary to await adequate information that could potentially lead 

to a re-evaluation of the rating, target price or forecast; and/or when coverage of a particular security is transferred from one 

analyst to another to give the new analyst time to reconfirm the rating, target price or forecast.  

NOT RATED ((N/R): The stock is not currently rated  
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2 The analyst or any associate of the analyst responsible for the report or recommendation or any individual directly involved 

in the preparation of the report holds or is short any of the issuer's securities directly or through derivatives  

NO 

3 An SCP partner, director, officer or analyst involved in the preparation of a report on the issuer, has during the preceding 

12 months provided services to the issuer for remuneration other than normal course investment advisory or trading 

execution services  

NO 

4 SCP has provided investment banking services for the issuer during the 12 months preceding the date of issuance of the 

research report or recommendation 

NO 

5 Name of any director, officer, employee or agent of SCP who is an officer, director or employee of the issuer, or who serves 

in an advisory capacity to the issuer  

NO 

6 SCP is making a market in an equity or equity related security of the issuer  NO 

7 The analyst preparing this report received compensation based upon SCP's investment banking revenue for the issuer NO 

8 The analyst has conducted a site visit and has viewed a major facility or operation of the issuer  NO 

9 The analyst has been reimbursed for travel expenses for a site visit by the issuer  NO 

 

Sprott Capital Partners Equity Research Ratings: 

  

 

                                                         

1 As at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of issuance of the research report or the end of the second most recent month 

if the issue date is less than 10 calendar days after the end of the most recent month 

BUY: 31

HOLD: 0

SELL: 0

UNDER REVIEW: 0

TENDER: 0

NOT RATED: 0

TOTAL 31

Summary of Recommendations as of February 2021


